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Arkema Forane®
for retrofitting
R-22 applications

Arkema offers Forane 427A
refrigerant, the Easy Retrofit,
when it comes to retrofitting
R-22 air conditioning and
refrigeration applications. Forane
427A refrigerant is the closest
match to R-22 for performance,
mass flow rates, and operating pressures over
the whole range of temperatures. For information,
visit www.forane.com or contact (800) 738-7695.
Circle 115 on the reader service card.



New Vacuum Pumps
from Fieldpiece
Instruments

Fieldpiece Instruments recently
introduced new vacuum pumps for
the HVACR professional: VP55
Vacuum Pump and the VP85
Vacuum Pump. The VP55 is a 5
CFM pump with an AC motor, and
the VP85 is an 8 CFM pump with
a DC motor, which allows for smooth running in
colder weather and lower voltage. A unique feature
is the four in-line ports in three different sizes. Also,
the oil backlight not only allows the technician to
see the condition of the oil but also to see if the
fill level is correct. With the Fieldpiece RunQuick
oil change system, the oil can be replaced in under
20 seconds, even while the pump is running. Learn
more at Fieldpiece.com. Circle 117 on the reader
service card.
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Embraco’s ‘Plug N’ Cool’
reduces supermarket energy
consumption by more than 30%

The “plug and play” refrigeration option simplifies the
installation process with a
70% faster installation time
and eliminates the need
for a machine room. This allows cooling system
engineers to have faster time to market. The modular
concept design of Plug N’ Cool also grants a new
level of flexibility for grocery store layout and easier
maintenance. The Plug N’ Cool, available for both
cold and frozen vertical applications, uses natural
refrigerant R-290. It also complies with U.S.
standards and was specifically designed with top
efficiency components. Circle 116 on the reader
service card.



Jobe Valves

Jobe Valves float valves for your
HVAC needs, including featurepacked valves for chillers and
cooling towers. Built-in antihammering feature. ETL certified
to NSF372 standards. UL94
version available. Sizes from 3/4
in.-2 in. Specializing in manufacturing premium float valves since 1967. See
full line at jobevalves.com or call 800-680-3167.
Circle 118 on the reader service card.
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Reznor Leverages Its
Ample Make-Up Air
Experience to Develop the
Ultimate DOAS System



The R7DA’s small footprint
and low cost solve new construction/retrofit outdoor air
compliance challenges for
buildings like salons and retail
stores–complying with U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE)
codes based on ASHRAE 62.1, ASHRAE 90.1,
AHRI-920 and other standards. Circle 119 on the
reader service card.



Sanhua
TXV Display

Sanhua has developed an innovative
display concept to simplify and energize
refrigeration thermostatic expansion
valve (TXV) selection efforts at the
wholesale store level. This new
compact display layout demystifies
the refrigeration TXV selection process.
The single gondola setup allows for easy three-step
visual product selection, which saves transaction time
and increases productivity for both wholesaler and
installer. With the utilization of capacity cartridges
and connection adapters, this concept allows a wholesale
location to quickly and easily provide 95% coverage
for refrigeration TXV applications in a 4-ft. x 4-ft.
space. The result is installers get the right TXV for
the job with a two-minute selection process. Sanhua
is now offering the merchandising package to wholesalers
throughout the U.S., with Spanish versions being
developed for early 2019 introduction.Circle 120 on
the reader service card.



UEi Test Instruments
HUB6 Smart Refrigeration Complete Kit
The HUB6 is a collection of wireless refrigerant probes that include 2
Wireless Hygrometers, 2 wireless pressure probes and 2 pipe clamps.
Each features distinct advantages that offer real-world solutions.
The Wireless Hygrometer has the thinnest probe of 1/4-in. diameter to
fit into registers and through smaller drill holes. The strong magnets hold
it the plenum, placing the probe in optimum air stream position.
The Wireless Pressure Probe features a pivoting hinge allowing access to connections in tight spaces.
The Pass-through fitting allows direct connections to the probe without additional adapters or hoses,
saving money on refrigerant and only bringing out the hoses when they’re needed.
The Temperature Pipe Clamps have a unique design allowing for access to pipes in tight spaces, easy
opening and closing, and a firm grip on pipes that offers a fast-reacting, high-accuracy thermistor not as
susceptible to ambient conditions as standard clamps.
The UEi HUB App shows a system’s Liquid and Suction measurements, superheat, subcooling,
temperature split and psychrometric calculations in an intuitive, easy-to-read display. Users can also easily
select refrigerants and add or subtract them to a favorites list. The HUB6 is backed by a one-year warranty.
Circle 121 on the reader service card.
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More Smart
Tools Working
for You

Analyze combustion efficiency
with your smart phone, a free TPI
app & the TPI DC710. Mount
the DC710 to the stack, you can
remain at the controls with your
phone and have all the information ready to submit
to your client. Reports are marked with GPS location,
and time and date stamp—invaluable for providing
proof of subcontract work and also managing multiple
jobs. Calculate CO2, CO Air Free, Excess Air, and
Efficiency. Measure temperature -50°F to 1000°C/-58°
to 1832°F. Bluetooth, USB input, real-time clock,
magnet and hook mounting, and rechargeable
battery. DC710, $449.95 Suggested Trade Price
www.testproductsintl.com. Circle 122 on the
reader service card.



Chemical-free Coil
Cleaning with
WaterSaber Pro

The Water Saber Pro is
easy to use and attaches
to a standard garden hose
without the need for special
adapters or attachments.
It uses the existing water
supply pressure to clean the
coil, opposite its normal airflow, fitting through
existing openings in the unit. With its special
90-degree jet spray, it has plenty of power to
remove dirt, grime and debris without the need
of chemicals. Manufactured with Heavy Duty 304
Stainless Steel and TIG welds it has a Lifetime
Warranty. Visit www.WaterSaber.com for details.
Circle 124 on the reader service card.
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AirPro Solutions—
Making Complex Data
Smart-Phone Simple

Utilizing everyday smart
devices, the next level of
performance for ventilation
test instruments has arrived.
TSI’s AirPro Solutions
platform is comprised of
mobile application software,
wireless instrumentation,
a device manager website portal and flexible service
offerings. Optimize your productivity with unmatched
accuracy, workflows and seamless data logging. Visit
www.tsi.com/AirPro to learn more. Circle 123 on the
reader service card.



RSES/RSES Journal—
Online at Your
Convenience

RSES offers a variety of training/
certification opportunities on digital
platforms, which means you can train
and certify when and where you want
to. RSES’ online certificate courses
include RSES Member Webinars;
Hydrocarbon Refrigerants; CEH Corner; Air Conditioning
Fundamentals; Electricity for HVACR Technicians; Safety
for the HVACR Technician; Refrigerant Usage Certification
(EPA Section 608 Preparation); as well as three Preparing for
the NATE Exam online training options for Core Essentials,
Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps and Gas (Air) Heating.
Also available online are the monthly issues of RSES
Journal. The flip-book version provides readers with live
links, easy access to every page via table-of-contents shortcuts, easy-to-read text versions of every page and much more.
Not a member or subscriber? Visit www.rses.org and sign up
today. Circle 125 on the reader service card.
www.rsesjournal.com

